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A decision problem is considered in which the outcome of a random 
variable X is to be identified from the outcome of a variable Y. Due to 
noise, Y is subject o random variat ions and is itself a random varia- 
ble. The probabi l i ty distr ibut ion of Y is determined by the outcome 
of X and that  of a random variable Z which is independent of X. 
The variable Z takes its values from the set {zk : k = 1, 2}, and the 
outcome of Y is said to be observed in the noise state k when Z = zk. 
In general, it is assumed that  the a priori probabil it ies of all possible 
outcomes of X are known, but  the a priori probabil it ies of noise states 
1 and 2 are unknown. In response to an outcome of Y, the observer 
can either at tempt  o identify the outcome of X or else he can reject, 
i.e., refuse to at tempt  identification. Hence, to any decision function 
that  the observer might use, there corresponds a probabi l i ty of error 
and a probabi l i ty  of reiection for each noise state. Decision functions 
are introduced which minimize the probabi l i ty of rejection in state 1 
among all decision functions for which the probabi l i ty of error in 
state 2 does not exceed a prescribed l imit ft. Among all such decision 
functions, i t  is shown how to construct hose which are best in the 
sense that  they provide the least probabi l i ty of error in state 2. A 
special class of problems is considered in which these best decision 
functions provide probabil it ies of error in state 1 not exceeding the 
least probabi l i ty  of error that  can be obtained in that  state without 
the aid of rejection. In addition, it is shown that  in some cases they 
also minimize the probabi l i ty of rejection in state 2 among all decision 
functions for which the probabi l i ty of error in the same state does not 
exceed ft. Some possible applications in the areas of pattern recogni- 
t ion and communications have been stated. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
The  use of s ta t i s t i ca l  dec is ion funct ions  is an  approach  to many 
prob lem areas  in  wh ich  some act ion  xl is to be  ident i f ied  f rom the  observa-  
1 Research supported in whole by U.S. Public Health Service grant GM 12869-01 
from the Nat ional  Inst i tute  of General Medical Sciences. 
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tion of some random variable. For example, in pattern recognition, a
pattern x~ is to be identified from the outcome y of some random variable 
Y having a conditional probability distribution of the form p(y ]x~). 
Another example is to be found in communications. Here the receiver 
attempts to guess the transmitted message xi by observing a random 
signal having a probability distribution which is conditioned on xi. 
The conditional distribution of the observed variable arises because 
of noise. Sometimes the noise is static in the sense that the conditional 
distribution of the observed variable is fixed. However, there are situa- 
tions in which the conditional distribution of the observed variable is 
itself a random variable. In these situations, it can be said that the noise 
shifts from one state to another. In the case where the noise is static, 
a priori probabilities of the actions are given, and the probability dis- 
tribution of the observed variable is known. Chu (1965) has shown 
the existence of decision functions that minimize the probability of 
rejection (error) among those for which the probability of error (rejec- 
tion) does not exceed a given limit. In this paper, we consider the ease 
where 
1. There are two possible noise states designated as 1 and 2, 
2. The a priori probabilities of states 1 and 2 are unknown, and 
3. The a priori probabilities of the actions are known. 
In the communications context, states 1 and 2 may be thought of as 
corresponding roughly to high and low signal-to-noise ratios, respec- 
tively, as for example in the burst-noise channel model proposed by 
Gilbert (1960). In the context of pattern recognition, one might con- 
sider a device which recognizes both typed and handwritten characters, 
such as those in a bank cheek. Then states 1 and 2 correspond respec- 
tively to typed and  handwri t ten patterns. 
By  rejection, we  mean that no at tempt  is made at identification on  
the basis of an outcome of the observed variable. For  example, in pattern 
recognition, one might  prefer rejection as an alternative to identification 
when the observation is exceptionally ambiguous.  The  use of rejection 
tends to reduce error probability. On  the other hand, it also tends to 
be costly if experimentation must  be repeated. To  resolve this conflict 
in the ease where  the noise is static, one may use a decision function for 
wh ich  the probability of error is under  control and  the probability of 
rejection is minimized. In the ease of two  noise states, the solution is 
not quite so clear. For  example, one can concentrate on state 2 and  use a 
decision function wh ich  controls the state 2 error probability and  mini- 
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mizes the state 2 rejection probability. Such a strategy may be viewed 
as a worst ease design, and, of course, it can easily be derived from the 
results obtained by Chu (1965). However, other possibilities come 
immediately to mind. Intuitively, in state 1, the "high signal-to-noise 
ratio" will of itself tend to provide acceptable rror probabilities even 
without the aid of rejection. Hence, we can take advantage of this 
tendency by using decision functions which control the error probability 
in state 2 and minimize the probability of rejection in state 1. In ac- 
cordance with these notions, this paper treats decision functions that 
minimize the probability of rejection in state 1 among those for which 
the probability of error in state 2 does not exceed a given number ~, 
0 < ~ _-< 1. These we call decision functions corresponding to /~. The 
main concern of this paper is to show how such decision functions can 
be realized. Also, we will show that in some situations they provide the 
best strategies that one can reasonably hope to obtain--at least when 
it is impossible or impractical to keep track of the currer~t state of the 
noise. 
In Section 2 we define the decision prob lem in precise terms. In addi- 
tion, we  introduce decision functions wh ich  are the best possible in the 
sense that they provide the least probability of error in state 2 among 
all decision functions corresponding to /~ (Definition 1). In Section 3, 
we  show how such best possible decision functions can be constructed 
(Theorem i). In Section 4, we  consider a class of problems for which  
our best possible decision functions provide an error probability in State 
1 that does not exceed the least probability of error that can be obtained 
in that state without rejection (Definition 2 and Theorem 2). Hence, 
when this least error probability is small, it can be said that our best 
possible decision functions control the probability of error in both states 
i and  2. Finally, we  consider the ease where the actions are words of a 
group code in the communicat ions  context. In particular, we  show that 
in many situations of this type our best possible decision functions con- 
trol the probability of error and minimize the probability of rejection 
in both noise states (Theorem 3). 
2. DECIS ION PROBLEM 
The  decision prob lem considered here may be generally stated as 
follows. The  value of a random variable X is to be identified f rom the 
observed value of another variable Y. Due  to noise, Y is subiect to 
random variations and is itself a random variable. The  probability 
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distribution of Y is determined by X and a random variable Z which is 
stochastically independent of X. For example, in the context of com- 
munication theory, X represents a transmitted symbol, Y the corre- 
sponding received signal, and Z the signal-to-noise ratio in the channel. 
The problem is to find an optimal decision function (or rule) for guessing 
the value of X given the value of Y. In the following, we specify X, Y, 
and Z in more detail and say exactly what we mean by an optimal 
decision function. 
The set of all possible values of X is taken to be finite and is denoted 
by {x~ : i = 1, • • • , m}. We let p~ represent the a priori probabil ity that 
X = x~, and it is assumed that p~ > 0 for all i = 1, • • • , m. The possible 
values of Z are restricted to the set {z~ : k = 1, 2}. We shall say that Y 
is observed in the noise state/~ when Z = z~. For the sake of simplicity, 
the space S comprising all possible values y that Y can assume in state 
1, state 2, or both, is restricted to be finite or, at most, countably infinite. 2 
By fk(y [ i) we mean the conditional probabil ity that Y = y given that 
X = x~ and Z = zk. Finally, we shall assume that f2(Y I i) > 0 for at 
least 2 values of i. This assumption, is actually not too restrictive since 
it merely excludes unrealistic situations like that illustrated in Example 
1. Example 2 illustrates a situation which is encompassed by our assump- 
tions. 
Example 1 : 
m -- 2, S = {0, 1},f2(y I 1) = ½ 
and 
if y = 0 or 1, 
f2(yL2)=0 if y=0 
=1 if y=l .  
Example 2: Consider the transmission of words from a group code with 
s information digits and t - s check digits (s >= 1, t - s _-__ 0) over the 
binary symmetric hannel shown in Fig. 1. Here m = 2 ~ and S consists 
of all 2' sequences of t binary digits. I f  all code words are equally likely 
to be transmitted, then p~ = 1/m for all i = 1, . . .  , m. Assuming the 
value of Z to remain constant at z lorz2 (0 =< zl < z~ = ½) during 
the time required to transmit digits, 
w (~+~) (1 zk) t-~(~+~), fk(y [ i)  = z, -- (1) 
The  resu l ts  of th is  paper  can be extended to the case where Y is a cont inuous  
random var iable.  
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where x~ -t- y represents the componentwise addition of the sequences 
x~ and y modu]o 2 and w(x~ ~ y) is the weight (Peterson, 1962; p. 30) 
of x~ + y. 
Let di represent the decision that X = xi when j = 1, . . .  , m and 
the decision to reject when j = 0. By a decision function we mean any 
non-negative function J2f(j I Y) defined for all y in S and j  = 0, 1, • • • , m 
such that ~i~=0 ~f ( j [y )  = 1. If it is observed that Y = y, then 
S2;(j [y) is the probability of making the decision dj.  We shall denote 
the class of all decision functions by D. 
The function pcf~(y I i )~( j  I Y) on the product space 
{x~:i = 1 , . . . ,m} NSX{d j : j=O, l , . . . ,m} 
is the conditional probability that X = xi,  Y = y, and the decision dj 
is made given that Z = zk. Hence, for the decision function ~,  
Pk~(~) = ~ ~ p~fk(y l i)2J(i l Y) 
i=1 B 
Pkr(g?J) = ~ ~ p,fk(y I i )~(0]  y) 
~=I S (2) 
Pke(~5) = 1 -- Pkc(~) -- P~r(~) 
= ~ E E p,fk(y [i )~( j  [ y) 
i=1 j~ i  S 
~0 
are respectively the conditional probabilities of correct identification, 
rejection, and error given that Z = z~. The problem is to find best 
possible decision functions in the sense of the following definition. 
DEFINITION 1. A decision function ~*  is said to correspond to a 
given f~ if P~e(~Zf*) _-__ ¢~ and Plr(~2~*) _-__ P~r(J2f) for all ~ in D such that 
P2~(~Zf) =< ~. Any decision function ~Z~** within the class D* of all 
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decision functions corresponding to the given ~ such that  P~(~**)  <= 
P~(~;* )  for all ~*  in D* is said to be the best possible. 
I n  what  follows, it will be shown how ~**  of Definit ion 1 can be 
obtained. 3 
3. BEST POSSIBLE DECISION FUNCTIONS 
We introduce the following notat ion for use in the sequel. 
b = any finite number  
fk(Y) = }-~ff=l p~fk(y ] i ) ;  k = 1, 2 
g(y, b) = f2(y) - bf~(y) 
hk(y) = max {p~fk(y l i), ".. , p,~fk(y I ra)}; k = 1, 2 
R~(b) = {y: g(y, b) > h~(y)} (3) 
R2(b) = {y: g(y, b) = h2(y)} 
R3(b) = {y: g(y, b) < h2(y)} 
Ski = {y: pgfk(Y I i )  = hA(y)}; i ---- 1, - . .  , m and k = 1, 2. 
N(y)  = set of all integers i such that  y is in S2i and 1 =< i < m 
In  addit ion,  we shall let ~b denote any decision funct ion of the form 
~(01y)  = 1 if y C R~(b) 
fi~(O[y) -~ ~ ~( i l y  ) = 1 if y ~ R2(b) (4 )  
icN(y) 
S if y R3(b). 
iEN(y) 
2;b is not completely defined for all y in R2(b) URs(b). Rather  it 
represents any one of a class of decision functions: A par t icu lar  one of 
these which we denote by  ~;b q can be defined for a given par t i t ion  of S 
into m disjoint sets T~, • • • , T~ such that  y in T~ implies that  y is also 
in $2~ .4 I t  is 
~bq(0ty )  = 1 if y ~ R~(b) 
~bq(0 I y) -- q 
3 One can also conceive of a decision function @** which is the dual of ~**, 
Briefly, let E be the class of all decision functions @* where Ply(@*) =< /~ and 
P2~(@*) _-< P2,(~f) for all ~2~ in D such that PI~(~) =< ¢~. Then, any decision func- 
tion @** within E such that P~(@**) ==_ P~,(@*) for all @* in E is best possible. 
The interested reader can modify the Appendix to obtain results about @** 
similar to those obtained for ~**. 
4 One such partition is T~ = $2~ and T~ = $2~ - U}-I S~i for a l l i  = 2, . . .  , m. 
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and (5) 
~bq(i~Ly) = 1 - q if y ~ T~R2(b) ; i=  1 , . . . ,m 
~bq( i l y )  = 1 if y ~ T~R3(b); i  = 1 , . . .  ,m,  
where 0 =< q =< 1. We shall also need the decision function ~:~;~ defined by 
~( i l y )  = 1 if y ~ T~B; i  = 1 , . . . ,m 
(6) 
where B = {y: f l (y)  > 0}. In  fact, given any ~, 0 -< ~ _-__ 1, we can find 
a best possible decision function corresponding to ~ which has either 
the form (5) or the form (6). This is established by Theorem 1 below. 
THEOREM 1. For given ~, 0 <= ~ <= 1, there exists a best possible decision 
function fi~** corresponding to ~. Moreover, (a) ~**  = ~ when ~ >= 
P2 , (~) ,  (b) ~**  = ~01 when ~ = O, and (c) ~;** = ~g~ when 0 < 
fl < P2~( ~ ) , where b~ is the greatest lower bound of the set { b : 0 <= b < ~ , 
p i 2~(~;~ ) _= fi} and q~ is the solution of ~ = (1 -- q~)I1 + I2 with 
I~ = ~ [f2(y) -- h2(y)] 
~'~ (7) 
I2 = ~ [f2(y) -- h2(y)]. 
R3(b~) 
4. SPECIAL CASES 
In  Example 2, 
Pff~(Y I J)/P~fk(Y i i) 
t / . \  w (x]-~y) --w (xi+y) 
: ~ z~zk ) ;i,j = 1, - . . ,mandk  : 1, 2; 
so that  it is easy to see that  y in $2~ implies that  y is also in S~.  Conse- 
quently, for this example, the m disjoint sets T1 = $2~ and T~ = $2¢ - 
U i -1  j=~ S2j, i = 2, • • • , m, form a partit ion of S such that  y in T~ implies 
that  y is in Szi and S~.  On the basis of this observation, we make the 
following definition and prove a theorem. 
DEFINITION 2. I f  S can be partit ioned into m disjoint sets T~, • • • , T~ 
such that  y in T~, i = 1, • • • , m, implies that  y is also in both S~ and 
$2~, then the noise states 1 and 2 are said to be compatible with respect 
to T~, - . .  ,T~.  
TI~EORE~{ 2. I f  ~q  is a decision function of the type (5) and noise 
states 1 and 2 are compatible with respect o T1, • • • ,Tm,  then P~(~C~q) <= 
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P~(~)  ~ Pk*, k = 1, 2, where 
p*o = 1 - hk (y )  
is the least probability of error that can be obtained in state k by using a 
decision function without provision for rejection. 5 
Suppose that states 1 and 2 are compatible in the sense of Definition 2 
and PI* is acceptable as a probability of error in state 1. Then, from 
Theorem 2, 2~** of Theorem 1 essentially controls the error in both 
states 1 and 2, i.e., P2~(~**) cannot exceed the prescribed limit ~ and 
Ple(~**) =< PI*. In addition, ~**  minimizes P i r (~)  among all 
in D such that P20(~) =< ~. As will be shown shortly, sometimes ~f** 
also minimizes P2r(S2:;) among all ~ in D such that P2~(~Z;) < ~. How- 
ever, before we do this, we shall introduce an algorithm for deter- 
mining ~**  in the situation described by Example 2. 
Consider the elements of S in Example 2 to be arranged in a standard 
array (Peterson, 1962; pp. 35-38) relative to the code 
{x~:i = 1 , . . "  ,m}. 
Also, suppose that among the elements of each eoset of this array, an 
element of minimum weight is selected as the eoset leader. Then, taking 
T~, i = 1, . - .  , m, as the set of all sequences in the ith column of the 
array, states 1 and 2 are compatible with respect o T~, . . .  , T, . .  In 
fact, 
hk(y) = max {fk(gl 1)/m, . . .  , f (el m)/m} -- k = 1,2, (8 )  
where ~ is the leader of the coset in which the vector y lies. Moreover, 
since y is of the form ~ -4- x~ and the code is closed under componentwise 
modulo 2 addition, it is easy to verify from (1) that 
vp 
fk(Y) = ~fk (g l i ) /m =fk(e) ;k  = 1,2. (9) 
i~ l  
Thus, a necessary and sufficient condition that y be in the set Rj(b), 
j = 1,2,3, is that g also be in the set. For this reason, we introduce the 
set Lj(b), j = 1,2,3, of all leaders in the set Ri(b). In terms of these 
new sets, it follows from (2) and (5) that 
Pk~(2jb q) = (1 -- q) E mhk(g) + E mhk(e) 
~CL2(b) tE L3(b) 
By a decision function without provision for rejection we mean any ~ in 
D for which ~(0 ] y) is identically zero. 
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Pk~(fi~b q) = ~ m fk(~) q- q ~ mf~(~) 
P~(S2~b q) = (1 - q) ~ m[fk(~) - hk(C)] 
~CL2(b) 
+ ~ m[fk(~) - hk(~)]. 
L3(b) 
We are now in a position to state an algorithm for determining ~** 
of Theorem 1 in the situation described by Example 2. In the extreme 
case where/5 = 0, ~**(0 ] y) = 1 for all y in S, i.e., the receiver efuses 
to decode all received signals. On the other hand, when P2~(gZS~) 
= 1, 25** = 5~5~, and, corresponding to a received signal ~ q- xi,  
the receiver 
rejects if f1(~) = 0 
(11) 
recognizes x~ if fl(~) > 0. 
Finally, in the in between case where 0 < ~ < P~e(~25~), ** = ~,  
i.e., given the received signal ~ q- x~, the receiver 
rejects if g ~ Ll(b~) 
recognizes x~ with probability 
1 - qe and rejects with if C C L2(b~) (12) 
probability q~ 
recognizes x~ if g C La(b~). 
We need only refer to (8), (9), (10), and part (c) of Theorem 1 to 
arrive at the following 3 step procedure for determining b~, Lj(b~), 
j = 1,2,3 and q~. 
(a) For each coset leader g compute the number 
A(g) = [/2(g) -- h=(C,)]/f~(g) (13) 
and arrange all 2 t-* such numbers in a non-increasing sequence. (b) 
For each finite number b in this sequence, let Ll(b), L=(b), and L~(b) 
comprise respectively all leaders # such that k(g) > b, A(g) = b, and 
A(#) < b. Choose b~ to be the largest finite number in the sequence 
such that 
~, m[f=(g) - h~_(g)] < ft. (14) 
g~La(b) 
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(c) Determine q~ as the solution to the equat i ,~ 
3 = (1 -- q¢) ~ m[f=(g) -- h~(g)] 
ee~(~z) (15) 
+ ~_2 m[fe)g) -- h=(g')]. 
Example 3. Referring to Example 2, let m = 4, x~ = 0000, x~ = 1010, 
x~ = 0101, and x~ = 1111. The standard array of S relative ~o this 
(4, 2) code is 
Zl X2 ~3 ~4 
0000 1010 0101 1111 
1000 0010 1101 0111 
0100 1110 0001 1011 
1100 0110 1001 0011 
Now suppose that  zl = 0, z2 = .1, and fi = .05. Then, P2e(~)  = 
m[f2(0000) - h~(0000)] = .0163 < 5. Hence, ~**  = ~.  In  other 
words, from (11), if the received signal is of the form ~ + xi where 
g = 0000, then the receiver recognizes x~. Otherwise, the receiver 
refuses to decode. Clearly, P2~(~**) = .0163, P lo(~**)  = P I , (~** )  = 
0, and P2~(~**) = 1 - mr2(0000) = .327. 
Example 4. Let {x~ : i = 1, - - .  , m} be the same as in Example 3. 
However, assume that  zl = 0, z2 -- ½ and fl = ~.  Then, P~(~)  = 
> ~. F rom (13), 5(1100) = A(0100) = A(1000) = oo, and 
A(0000) = ~.  Since the left side of (14) takes on the value 0 < ~ for 
b = A(0000), b~ = A(0000), L~(b~) = {1100, 0100, 1000}, L~(b~) = 
{0000}, and L3(b¢) is empty. From (15), TI~ = (1 - q¢) ~v so that  
qo = ~v. Hence, ~**  = ~ where be = fie and q~ = Jr .  F rom (10), 
2,~m j = ¢, ,  P lo(~**)  = 0, P I~(~**)  = ~v, and P2~(~**) = -~- 15" 
Example 5. Let the code be the same as that  in Examples 3 and 4 
= - p*  with z~ = .01, z2 = .1, and ¢~ Px* = .0199. Then, P2 , (~)  - 2, = 
.190 > 3. Applying the algorithm as in Example 4, we get ba = 3.85, 
L~(ba) = {1100}, L~(b~) = {0100, 1000}, L~ (ha) -- {0000}, and q~ = .97.5. 
From (10), P~o(~**) = .0199, P~(~**)  = .320, P~(~Z;**) = .0374, 
and P~(~;**)  = .0896 < P* ~,  as guaranteed by Theorem 2. 
In  Examples 3-5, 0 < ~ _< P~e, the minimum probabil ity of error that  
can be obtained in state 2 without resorting to rejection. Under this 
condition, it can be shown that  if steps (a) -- (e) above are modified by 
replacing fl(g) with f~(g), then the strategy (12) becomes a decision 
function of the best possible minimum rejection type (for state 2) studied 
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by Chu (1965; p. 218, Definition 1). ~ Let us denote this strategy, as 
determined by modified steps (a) - (c), by & Then among all ~ in D 
such that P2e(~) ~ fl, ~ minimizes the probability of rejection in state 
2. In Example 3, it turns out that P2~(8) = .05 > P2~(G; ), P~(a) = 
Ply(a) = 0, and P2~(~) = .260 < P2r(G(**). Since ~ = .05 was selected 
as an acceptable rror probability for state 2, ~ is certainly preferable to 
~2f**. In Example 4, 2~(o) ¢~-, P~¢(a) 0, and P2~(a) P~(a) 
i 3  T~ > P~/Cg**). Hence, ~**  is preferable to ~ in Example 4. The in- 
terested reader can easily verify that 5 and .~** are identical in Example 
5. 
The preceding observations serve to emphasize the following point. 
Suppose that P* t~ is satisfactory as an error probability in state 1. Then 
t~e decision function G; **" controls the error in both states 1 and 2 and 
minimizes the probability of rejection in state 1 (Exampies 3-,5). in 
addition, it sometimes does more, i.e., it minimizes the probability of 
rejection in state 2 (Examples 4 and 5). A well-defined class of situations 
for which this is true is given by Theorem 3 below. 
TttEOREa~ 3. I f  Z2 = ½ and 0 <= z~ < ½- in Example 2, then, for any 
prescribed fi such that 0 < ~ < P2~ (g2~), the decision function ~** of 
Theorem 1 minimizes P2~ (~)  among all gi~ in D for which P2~ (~)  <= ~. 
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APPENDIX  
Our  proof of Theorems i-3 is somewhat  detailed and  so we separate 
part of it out as lemmas.  
LEMMA 1. Let 23 be any decision function in D and Si~b any decision 
function of the type (4) where 0 < b < 0o. Then (a) P2~(~) =< P2~(j2~b) 
implies P l r (~)  >- P~r(g23b), (b) P2o(~;) < P2~(~b) implies P~r(SI~) > 
G The stated modification of steps (a)-(c) follows directly from the proof of 
Lemma 2 in (Chu, 1965; pp. 220-221). 
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PI,(~Z~b), (c) P1,(25) < P~,(~b) implies P:~(~5) > P2~(~b), and 
(d) P l r (~)  < P~(~b) implies P2~(~) > P2~(~b). 
Proof: Let ~(~;, b) = P2~(~) + b P~(~) .  Then 
(~,  b) = 1 - P~¢(~) - [P2~(~) - b P~(~) ]  
= 1-  ~s{~-~p~f2(y [ i )~( i [  y) +g(y ,b )  2J(O[y)}.  
But by (3) and (4), ~ = ~b maximizes the expression within the braces 
for all y. As a result, ~(~,  b) ~ X(~b, b) and 
P2~(~)  - -  P2~(~b) = b [P~,(~b) -- P~,(~)]. 
Statements (a)-(d)  follow immediately. 
The following lemma is a direct consequence of Lemma 1. 
LEMMA 2. I f  O < b < oo and ~b is a decision function of the type (4) 
such that P2~(S2~b) = 8, then ~b is a best possible decision function cor- 
responding to 8. 
LEMMA 3. Pk~(~b) = 0 and P~r(~)  = 1, k = 1, 2, for any b < O. 
Proof: Since p~ > 0, i = 1, . . .  , m, and f~(y l i) > 0 for at least 2 
values of i, it follows that f:(y) > h:(y). As a result, b = 0 implies both 
R~(b) and R~(b) are empty. The lemma now follows directly from (2) 
and (4). 
Lemmas 4 and 5 below can be established by using theorems on mono 
tone convergence (Loeve, 1960; pp. 124-125) and reasoning similar to 
that used in the proof of lemma 1 in Chu (1965). 
LEMMA 4. Let {c.} be a nondeereasing sequence of numbers uch that 
q q L im,~ c~ = ~. Then the sequences {P~e(~)} and {P~(~, )}  are 
respectively nondecreasing and nonincreasing and 
L im~,  P~ (~)  = P~(~)  
L im~ P~, (2J~) = P~(~) .  
LEMMA 5. I f  {U~} and {v,~} are respectively nondecreasing and non- 
increasing sequences of numbers uch that Lim~_~ u~ = L im~ v, = b, 
where u, < b < v, for all n = 1, 2, . - .  , then 
L im~ 1 • l y)  = 
LEMMA 6. For given ~ such that 0 ~ 
b~ and q~ such that O < b~ < ~ , O <= q~ <= 
~b I ( i l y )  
° ( i l  y) .  
P2e( 2J~) there exist numbers 
1, and P2e(~g~) = 8. For given 
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a such that 0 < a < 1 there exist numbers b~ and q, such that 0 < b~ < ~, 
0 < q~ <= 1, and ~z-~j  = a. 
Proof: We will show the proof of the first statement of the lemma. The 
second statement can be established in a similar fashion. From Lemmas 3 
and 4 it is clear that for any ~ < P~(~;~) we can always find a b => 0 
p such that ~(~ ) >_- ~. Let b~ be the greatest lower bound of all num- 
bers b such that 0 -<_ b =< ~ and P~(~;~) => ~. Obviously, we can choose 
monotone sequences of finite numbers {u,~} and {v~} converging to b~ 
and such that u. < b~ < v~ for all n = 1, 2, • • • . Then, by Lemma 4, 
P ~ ~(~)  > ~ (16) ~(525 ) < B and P 
for all n. But, by Lemma 5, the sequences 
~o 
converge respectively to 
~ P~f~(Y l i) ~o  J lY) 
~o 
~o 
and ~ ~ P~f~(Y I i) ~ (J l Y). 
i=1 j~ l  
=0 
~vloreover, both these sequences are dominated by f2(y). Therefore, it 
follows from (2) and the Dominated Convergence Theorem (Loeve, 
p 1 p 1 1960; p. 125) that Lim,,~ 2~(~2f~,~) = 2~(~fb~) and L im~ 
p 1 p 0 . 
2~(~;v~) = 2~(~b~) Hence, from (16), 
p 1 
(17) p 0 
where I1 and I2 are given by (7). Now P2~(~g~) = (1 - q~)l~ + Is is 
nonincreasing with increasing q. Therefore, it follows from (17) that 
there exists a 0 =< q~ =< 1 such that P2~(~fg~) = ~. Finally, since 
p 0 2o($2~b~) 0. 2o(~b~) > b~ > 0, b~ > 0. Otherwise, by Lemma 3, P 0 =
LEM~A 7. There is no Si~ in D for which P~r(~) < 1 and P2~(Si~) = O. 
Moreover, if P2~(fi~) > O, then there is no Si~ in D such that PI~(Si~) = 0 
and P2o(Si~) < P2~(SJ~). 
Proof: To prove the first statement, let ~:~ be any function in D such 
that P~(~)  < 1. Moreover, let a be any number such that P~(~)  < 
a < 1. Then, from the second statement of Lemma 6, there exists a 
finite b~ > 0 and a ~:  such that Pl~(~g:) = a. Therefore, by (d) of 
Lemma 1, 0 _-< P2~(~: )  < P~(~) .  
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Now suppose that P2,(~;~) > 0 and let ~ be any function in D such 
that P~e(~;) < P2~(~) .  Also, let ~ be any number such that 
P2e(~) < 5 < Ps~(~) .  Then, from Lemma 6, there exists a finite 
b e > 0 and a ~g~ such that P2~(~g~) = f~. Therefore, by (b) of Lemma 
1, 0 < P-(2~g9 < P . (~) .  
Part (a) of Theorem 1 follows directly from Lemma 7 and the fact 
that P I~(~)  = 0. Part (b) is a consequence of Lemmas 3 and 7. The 
last part of Theorem 1 follows from Lemmas 2 and 6 and the proof of 
the first statement of Lemma 6. 
The proof of Theorem 2 is as follows. From (2) and (6) 
= 1 -  ~ [~p~fk(g l i )  -I-r~(s_B) ~ fk(Y)]; k = 1,2. 
But  states 1 and 2 are compatible with respect to T1, • • • , T~.  There- 
fore, p~fk(y I i) = hk(y) for all y in T~B. Moreover, fk(y) >= hk(y) for all 
y in S. Hence, P~(~)  < P* = k~, /c -- 1, 2. The theorem now follows 
directly from Lemma 4. 
Theorem 3 can be proved as follows. Let ~ be any decision function 
such that P2~(~;) = 0. Since p~f2(y I i) = (½) t/m for all y in S, yg (i I Y) 
must be identically zero for all i = 1, • • • , m = 2 ~. Hence, P2r(~)  = 1. 
This establishes the theorem for the case where fi = 0. Now suppose 
0 < ¢t < P2o(JZ;~). Then ~;** is of the form ~Z~ and, by steps (a) - (c)  
of our algorithm, q~ must satisfy an equation of the form 
\ .n~¢ I i \ t -8  .ng¢ I lX t - s  
where i and j are non-negative integers uch that i + j _-_ 2 t-~. Therefor e, 
_ = p* .  P2~(~**) = q~i(½) t-" + (2 ~-' i - j)(½)~-' 1 - ¢~/ 2~ 
But, by modified steps (a) - (c ) ,  it can be shown that 
P2~(~) = 1 -- fl/P2* (18) 
Therefore, the theorem must hold when 0 < B < P2~(~®). Finally, 
suppose that ¢~ = P2e(~f~). If the set S - B is empty, then, from (6), 
P2~(J2;~) -- 0. If S -  B isnot empty, then P : , (~)  = 1 -  (½)~-~ > 0. 
However, in this ease, 0 < 5 = p~(~)  = p ,  (½)t-, < p,~. Therefore, 
from (18), P~ (~f~) = P~ (~). The theorem now follows directly from 
part (a) of Theorem 1. 
